COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY OF THE LEADERS OF THE RURAL REBELLION MOVEMENT OF MIDDLE DNIPRO REGION (1918 – 1920’S)

There is the first attempts to write a collective portrait of the otamans of the Middle Dnipro region, who were the leaders of the rural rebel movement at this land during the Ukrainian National Revolution of 1917 – 1921. The authors of the article summarize the results of the predecessors in the study of the activities of individual otamans in order to identify certain trends and patterns of the insurgent movement, which at first glance seems spontaneous and chaotic. The collective portrait is based on the biographies of 22 otamans, namely such aspects as: their place of birth, age, education, profession, military experience (including participation in World War I), the time of the beginning and the end of the rebel struggle, political orientation and further destiny.
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Problem statement. For the national historiography of the independence period, the topic of the insurgent movement became so popular that we have sufficient reason to distinguish it as a separate line of studies on the history of the Ukrainian National Revolution of 1917 – 1921. With hundreds of bibliographical items, the rural rebel movement as scientific problem looks fairly well studied. However, moving away from popular descriptive information, historical myths about their life. The activities of individual otamans in order to identify certain trends and patterns of the insurgent movement, which at first glance seems spontaneous and chaotic. The collective portrait is based on the biographies of 22 otamans, namely such aspects as: their place of birth, age, education, profession, military experience (including participation in World War I), the time of the beginning and the end of the rebel struggle, political orientation and further destiny.

The statement of the basic material. In historical science, prosopography, as a rule, refers to the method of creating collective biographies, which allows to obtain a description of the most typical historical actors, to identify and define a certain circle of persons as types that personify certain processes and events [12, 417-419]. It should be noted, that the term «rebel otamans» sometimes has a blurred meaning and suffers from the mechanical attribution of «otamanical» status to some regional leaders of the rural rebel movement region only casually, about which is very little information or reliability is doubtful. Thus, without attention were the otamans Nezbienko, Tereshenko, Chornyj voron (Yakiv Chernousov ?), Chornota (Yurij Drobotkovs’kyj ?) and others. The biographies of 22 rebel leaders were the objects of prosopographic analysis: Babenko Troxy’m Ivanov’ych, Vodyany’yj Yakiv My’xajlov’ych, Gladchenko Try’on’ Fedorov’ych, Goly’k-Za’lizyn’yak Metodi’y Fok’yych, Gry’zlo Semen Gry’gorov’ych, Gupal’ Den’y Musjov’ych, Dereshhuk Petro Kuz’mov’ych, Derkach Ivan Ty’mofijov’ych, Zavgorodnij Ilarion Zaxarov’ych, Kvasha Vasyi’l’ My’xajlov’ych, Kilebe ’da Pantas Dmy’trov’ych, Kibecz’-Bondarenko My’ko’la Stepanov’ych, Lyuty’yj-Lyutenko Ivan Makarov’ych, Nesterenko Gerasy’m Onufrijov’ych, Petrenko Ivan, Savchenko (Savchenko-Nagirny’yj) Ivan Gry’gorov’ych, Filonenko Semen Dmy’trov’ych, Xmara Py’ly’p Pantasov’ych, Czvitkovs’ky’y Dmy’tro, Chuchupak Vasyli’ Stepanov’ych, Chuchupak Oleksa Stepanov’ych, Chuchupak Petro Stepanov’ych.

An age. Taking into account the age from which the above-mentioned leaders joined to the rebellion movement, an average age of 28.7 years was obtained. Among the youngest otamans are Troxy’m Babenko and Larion Zavgorodnij (21 years old); the oldest are Petro Dereshhuk and Petro Chuchupak (they started a rebellious struggle at the age of 34).
Origin and the area of active rebel struggle.

In view of the area where the rebel movement was launched, 95.5% of the otamans can be considered as local. Thus, only Tryfon Gladchenko was born in present Dnipro oblast (district), 14 persons (64%) were natives of the present Cherkasy oblast (district), and 7 persons – of the present Kirovohrad oblast (district). Accordingly, the activities of the first were concentrated mainly in the north and central, and of the second – in the southern part of the Xolodnyj Yar (The Cold Ravine forest massive). It should be noted, that 16 of the 22 otamans (72.7%) wholly or partially operated at the territory of the same uyezd (county) as they came from.

Profession, professional affiliation.

Among the 22 otamans managed to find information about the profession of half of them. Thus, among the 11 people we meet only one professional military (Ivan Lyutyj-Lyutenko). Mefodij Golyk’k-Zaliznyak worked before rebel struggle at railway station, and 9 out of 11 future otamans were teachers by profession (Yakov Vodyanyj, Petro Dereshhuk, Vasy’I’. Oleksa i Petro Chuchupaky’, Semen Gry’zlo, Troxy’m Babenko, Try’fon Gladchenko, Gerasy’m Nesterenko, Vasy’l’ i Petro Chuchupak). Four leaders of the insurgent movement held the rank of non-commissioned officers (Py’ly’p Xmara, Troxy’m Babenko, Ivan Lyuty’j-Lyutenko, Semen Filonenko), and four others left the front in the rank of private or sailors (My’kola Kibecz’-Bondarenko, Ivan Savchenko-Nagirnyj, Oleksa Chuchupak, Panas Keleberda). Otaman Vasy’l’ Kvasha returned from the World War I with an experience.

World War I experience.

The status of 19 of the 22 leaders of the insurgent movement is known. Among them, 16 (84.2%) were veterans of the World War I. Among the rebel leaders who had combat experience, seven graduated from the ranks of chief officers: two staff captains (Petro Dereshhuk and Dmytro Czvitkovs’kyj), one lieutenant (Trifon Gladchenko), four ensigns (Larion Zavgorodnij, Gerasy’m Nesterenko, Vasy’l’ i Petro Chuchupak). Four leaders of the insurgent movement held the rank of non-commissioned officers (Py’ly’p Xmara, Troxy’m Babenko, Ivan Lyuty’j-Lyutenko, Semen Filonenko), and four others left the front in the rank of private or sailors (My’kola Kibecz’-Bondarenko, Ivan Savchenko-Nagirnyj, Oleksa Chuchupak, Panas Keleberda). Otaman Vasy’l’ Kvasha returned from the World War I with an officer rank, but it is not known exactly what his rank was. The future otamans Yakiv Vodyanyj’j and Deny’s Gupalo were not mobilized during the war.

From this we can conclude that the presence of not only a large number of weapons carried by the peasantry, but also gaining authority in the eyes of the peasants. The status of 19 of the 22 leaders of the insurgent movement is known. Among them, 16 (84.2%) were veterans of the World War I. Among the rebel leaders who had combat experience, seven graduated from the ranks of chief officers: two staff captains (Petro Dereshhuk and Dmytr’o Czvitkov’s’kyj), one lieutenant (Trifon Gladchenko), four ensigns (Larion Zavgorodnii, Gerasy’m Nesterenko, Vasy’l’ i Petro Chuchupak). Four leaders of the insurgent movement held the rank of non-commissioned officers (Py’ly’p Xmara, Troxy’m Babenko, Ivan Lyuty’j-Lyutenko, Semen Filonenko), and four others left the front in the rank of private or sailors (My’kola Kibecz’-Bondarenko, Ivan Savchenko-Nagirnyj, Oleksa Chuchupak, Panas Keleberda). Otaman Vasy’l’ Kvasha returned from the World War I with an officer rank, but it is not known exactly what his rank was. The future otamans Yakiv Vodyanyj’j and Deny’s Gupalo were not mobilized during the war.

The dynamics of the rise and fall of the insurgent movement. Duration of insurgency.

The average duration of otaman’s insurgency was 29.4 months, that is, almost, 2.5 years. Detachments of some leaders of the insurgent movement were eliminated quickly: My’kola Kibecz’-Bondarenko’s – for 4 months, Petro i Vasy’l’ Chuchupak’s – for 11 months, and Py’ly’p Xmara’s – for a year. The probable reason for this is the particularly intense rebel movement led by the aforementioned figures. At the same time, the more nimble chieftains, or those who commanded smaller detachments, were more cautious and less active – lasting much longer. Thus, the detachment of Larion Zavgorodnii’s fought during 47 months, Ivan Lyuty’j-Lyutenko’s and Petro Dereshhuk’s – 48 months each, Gerasy’m Nesterenko’s – 49 months, and Yakiv Vodyanyj’j – during 60 months.
At the same time, it follows from Table 1 that the majority of the otamans ceased their participation in the insurgent movement during 1921–1922. One explanation for this trend is the decision of the Xth Congress of the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in March 1921 about the transition to a new economic policy and, at the same time, a series of ghostly amnesties for participants in the insurgent struggle. Thus, during March 1921–December 1922, the struggle was stopped by 15 of the 22 otamans. For details, see Figure 2.

In our view, the political orientation of the otamans is often ambivalent in nature and is difficult to prosecute. Thus, the political platform of three of the 22 rebel peasants leaders cannot be properly established due to lack of relevant information; at least four otamans have moved from bolshevism to idea of independence of Ukraine; the political orientation of the rest (with some reservations) was a synthesis of nominally anarchic and national-independent ideas.

**Conclusions.** As we can see, prosopography allows us to establish some patterns that are «elusive» at first glance, but this approach ignores the unique experience of historical actors. Thus, our analysis was limited only by the fact of participation of leaders of the rebel movement in World War I, but, for example, Pyly'p Xmara was a complete Cross of St. George's gentleman, and Ivan Savchenko-Naghir'j', who was serving at the headquarters, probably lacked real combat experience.

So the image of the average rebel otaman in the Middle Dnipro region was was like this: this is a 26.7 year old man; in 95.5% of cases – a local who in 72.7% of cases came from the same county where he fought insurgency; his profession is in 40% of cases a rural teacher and only 4.5% – a professional military; in 84.2% of cases, they are veterans of the First World War, half of whom were officers or non-commissioned officers; most of them began insurgency in the spring or fall of 1919, and ceased during March 1921 – December 1922. The rebellious struggle of the average otaman in the Middle Dnipro region lasted 29.4 months, which is almost 2.5 years. After the cessation of the fight, 14% of the otamans found themselves in exile. The deaths of almost all the otamans were violent – death in battle, death, imprisonment, or Gulag prison camps.

It can be assumed that the use of prosopographic methods for ordinary insurgents will also reveal new patterns and trends, but because of their high fluidity, frequent rotations, and high data fragmentation, it is objectively impossible to do so.
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КОЛЛЕКТИВНА БІОГРАФІЯ ПРОВІДНИКІВ СЕЛЯНСЬКОГО ПОВСТАНСЬКОГО РУХУ НА СЕРЕДНІЙ НАДДЮПРЯНЩІ (1918 – 1920-ТІ РР)

Постановка проблеми. Для вітчизняної істориографії досі незагострені тема селянського повстанського руху стала настільки популярною, що маємо досить підстав, аби вивести її окремим напрямом студій з історії Української революції 1917 – 1921 рр. Нарахуючи сотні біографічних позицій, «повстанська» проблематика може виглядати вже значною частиною вичерпаною, однак відіграв від популярних оповідань і узагальнюючих методів на користь вузькоспеціалізованих з перспективи навіть стосовно небагатьох, здавалося б, добре вивчених питань.

Метою публікації є виявлення засобами «колективних біографій» раніше невідомих закономірностей і тенденцій, що мали місце в середовищі провідників селянського повстанського руху в Середньому Подніпров’ї в 1918 – на початку 1920-х рр.

Результати і висновки. Об’єктами просопографічного аналізу стали біографії 22 провідників повстанського руху: Бабенка Трохима Івановича, Водяного Якова Михайловича, Гладченка Григорія Федоровича, Голика-Залізняка Грицка Семена Григоровича, Гунала Дениса Микійовича, Дерекуця Петра Кузьмо-Володимировича, Дерекуця Івана Тимофійовича, Засадородного Івана Захаровича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Келеберди Панаса Дмитровича, Ківів Богда-Домітря Михайло Семеновича, Кивів Богда-Домітря Михайло Семеновича, Копака Василя Мироновича, Копака Василя Мироновича, Кучера Василя Мироновича, Кучера Василя Мироновича, Філіонко Семена Миколайовича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Філіонко Семена Миколайовича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Філіонко Семена Миколайовича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Кваші Василя Мироновича, Філіонко Семена Миколайовича. Кріпко-кріпко створені колективні портрети повстанських отаманів стали такими зображеннями: місце народження, вік, освіта, професія, наявність військового досвіду (окремо, участь у Першій світовій війні), час початку і завершення повстанської боротьби, політична орієнтація і подальша долі. Літературних джерел доволі багато. Отаманство відоме у великих деталях, хоча історичний аналіз цих дослідницьких робіт не завжди дозволяє перейти до формулювання висновків.”
Mожна припустити, що застосування просопографічних методів до рідних постасій також дозволить виявити нові закономірності і тенденції, проте через їх високу складність, часті розції, високу фрагментарність цих даних це зробити обставинно складно.

Ключові слова: колективна біографія, колективний портрет, просопографічний аналіз, селянський постасийний рух, отамання, отаманниця, Середня Наддніпрянщина, Українська національна революція 1917 – 1921 рр.
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EASTERN EUROPEAN AGRARIANISM. UKRAINIAN INTELLECTUAL SPACE IN THE LATE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURIES*

Based on the analysis of a wide range of sources, the article focuses on the reasons for the emergence of Eastern European agrarianism, and understanding of the “Eastern European agrarianism” concept in a broad and narrow sense. Considering the spread area of Eastern European agrarianism on the basis of territorial character and peculiarities of socio-economic and socio-political development of Eastern European countries, there are grounds to distinguish its variants: Polish, Bulgarian, Czechoslovak, Romanian, Ukrainian, etc. Based on the analysis of the Ukrainian intellectual space in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it is reasonable to assume that there were the ideas of Eastern European agrarianism presented by its Ukrainian variant in it. In particular, it affirmed a peasant-centric view of Ukrainianness, the peasant character of the Ukrainian nation, the separateness of city and countryside, urban and rural worldviews and ways of being. The identification of such concepts as “Ukrainian peasantry”, “Ukrainian nation”, and “Ukrainian people” was considered axiomatic in the views of the representatives of the Ukrainian intellectual space in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The political future of the Ukrainian statehood was closely linked to the peasantry.

Keywords: Eastern European agrarianism, Ukrainian agrarianism, Ukrainian intellectual space, Ukrainian peasantry, M. Hrushevsky, P. Skoropadsky, V. Lypynsky.

Problem statement. The period of the late 19th and early 20th centuries is unique both in the life of Europe in general and of Eastern Europe in particular. In large part, it is the time of “awakening” of Eastern European nations, which would appear on the wreckage of continental empires in the early 20th century. A characteristic feature of the “awakening” was the formation of ideologies of Eastern European nations. Eastern European agrarianism became one of them in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Its ideology spread to Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Czechia and Slovakia (later Czechoslovakia), Ukraine.

In our opinion, the reasons for the emergence of agrarianism in general (Germany - G. Roland, A. Scheffle; in France - the concept of J. Melin) and Eastern European one in particular were as follows. First, the conflict between industrial and agrarian civilizations, which clearly began to manifest itself in the late 19th and early 20th centuries in the conditions of modernization of agrarian-industrial countries and economies and their transformation into industrial-agrarian or approximated to them with corresponding transformation of values. One of the examples is the socio-economic and socio-political models of the Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires, which had similar modernizations in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The modernization processes had an influence in Czechia, Slovakia, Poland, Ukraine, etc. being the future independent entities of international law, the countries representing Eastern European agrarianism, which were a part of the Romanov and Habsburg empires, respectively, at that time. We believe that the advancement of the industrial civilization of the Western sample to the Eastern European agrarian space provoked a defensive reaction of the peasantry, the part of the largest social strata of Eastern European countries. It became Eastern European agrarianism represented by Polish, Bulgarian, Czechoslovakian, Romanian, Ukrainian and other variants.

Second, the development of political culture of agrarian nations, which in that time, were Polish, Bulgarian, Czechoslovakian, Romanian, Ukrainian, and so on. The political cultures of Polish, Bulgarian, Czechoslovakian, Romanian, Ukrainian, etc. peasants experienced the modernization of values. In our opinion, there was a significant socio-cultural shift in the collective and individual political culture and consciousness of the peasants in the form of the transition from an indifferent political culture and consciousness to an activist one.

Third, the objective laws of the development of the agrarian civilization itself, the formation of a qualitatively different peasantry in it. In Ukraine, it was the peasant-ideoman, the active subject of history [1]. In the early 20th century, the Ukrainian peasantry was qualitatively different from both the urban proletariat and the peasantry of previous centuries, formed under fundamentally new conditions of post-serfdom reality. The qualitative difference was the absence of serfdom not only as a legal status. First of all, it is the absence of serfdom as a way of being, keeping an economy, thinking style, etc. It was a generation brought up under the conditions of agricultural capitalization, industrialization, and transformation of the rural community considered to be the modernization of the late 19th and early 20th centuries in the Russian Empire. The peasants gradually became aware of themselves as a separate community of the socio-cultural imperial space of that time. The unifying value was the “Idea of Land”, its distribution on just principles in their understanding. Our considerations are in line with the position of other modern researchers [2]. We support A. Gordon’s reasoning that the abolition of serfdom turned the peasant into a “rational agent” in the interpretation of classical political economy and common sense. The psychology of the peasant became more resilient to those new phenomena that actively penetrated peasant